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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
The members of the newly formed Inter-fraternity Council met to discuss their 
plans and goals for the remainder of the year. Representatives from all three 
campus fraternities attended. They are, from left to right: (standing) Dick Peters, 
PXE; Jim Donaldson, ADG; Jim Connell, ADG; Frank McGivern, AKY; (seated) 
Tom Elmore, PXE; Tom Manning, chairman, AKY; Mr. Terry Connors, moder-
ator; and Fred Delzell, AKY. 
Comps Subiect 
of Senior Meet 
By RICK GARRITY 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
Comprehensive exams at Regis College have become "archaic and 
totally unnecessary" in the opinion of one hundred and fifteen seniors 
who signed a resolution to abolish oral comprehensive exams and make 
written exams necessary, but not a requirement for graduation. 
In the past, in order to graduate from Regis, a senior must 
satisfactorily pass an oral exam and also obtain a specific score on the 
Graduate -Record Exams, a nationwide test used primarily for entrance 
to graduate school. The oral exam is a thirty minute question session 
with your major departmental teachers. . 
Recently, senior class president Dan Keefe calle?, by necessity, ~wo 
class meetings. The first, to decide whether the semors should p_ubllc~y 
voice their opinions on comps, was well-attended. 112 semors m 
attendance decided not to boycott the exams but to try through the 
proper channels to abolish comprehensives. At ~he seco~d meeting, 
equally well-attended, the seniors agreed to contmue thei~ plan, and 
voted on sending their resolution to Father ~locke~, ;\cademic _Dean. 
On Tuesday, February· 18, the Educatwn Pol1c1es Comm1tte_e ~et 
and decided whether the faculty should meet and vote on contmumg 
Di~cu~~ Qoal~ 
Council Unites Fraternities 
By THOMAS S. MANNING 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
In the past two months, members from each fraternity on campus 
have been trying to assemble a governing body to allow the fraterni-_ 
ties a chance to work together. In order to unify the fraternities here 
at Regis and to. eliminate much of the unnecessary competition that 
has existed in the past, an Inter-Fraternity Council was created. 
Mr. Terry Connors, the Council - · ----,..--------
moderator, has been able to co- and each would hold a vote. Tom 
ordinate some definite meetings Manning was elected chairman 
which have helped the frats to and will act as moderator of the 
work together. In last Thursday's meetings. Tom Elmore was elect-
meeting, February 13th, it was ed secretary. 
decided that two members from Also at this meeting, the pur-
each fraternity would represent · poses of the Inter-Fraternity 
their organization on the council Council were discussed and 
clarified. Basically, the group 
hopes to co-ordinate the efforts 
of the fraternities for the bene-
fit of Regis College, to foster 
co-operation · with the Denver 
community, to promote interest 
in the fraternities on campus, 
and to provide a forum for the 
discussion and resolution of dif-
ferences of the campus frats . 
It is hoped that through the 
formation of this council that a 
tighter control of organized so-
cial functions can be obtained, 
and a united effort can be made 
concerning service to the school. 
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SUMMER STUDY 
TAYLOR WINS STUDY GRANT 
By DALE GARDNER 
Brown and Gold Assistant-Editor 
Mr. Ronald S. Brockway has announced that a grant of $1000.00 has 
been awarded to Mr. Harry L. Taylor to be used for summer research. 
The said sum was made available to The Committee on Faculty and 
Institutional Research by Regis College to be awarded to a faculty 
member for a summer of research commencing June, 1969. 
_Mr. Taylor of the Department of geographic standpoint," 
Biology submitted a proposal for stated. · 
he 
research concerning the "I'm especially interested in 
"Geographic distribution and learning the extent of gene flow 
systematic relationships of the between different but contiguous 
northern whiptail lizard." Every populations, and the extent to 
local population of an organism which different adaptive 
that utilizes a sexual mode of complexes are broken down by 
reproduction is more or less inter-breeding where different 
different from any other local populations come into contact," 
population. Some of these said Mr. Taylor. As a result of his 
-differences have a genetic basis. studies, Mr. Taylor hopes to 
"I am going to analyze these answer the following questions: 
genetic differences from a (i) What are the geo~>aphic 
After completing his summer 
research, the samples of all the 
lizards will be brought back to 
Regis for further and more . 
efficient study and analysis. 
Mr. Brockway, Chairman of The 
Committee on Faculty a nd 
Institutional Research, felt that 
this grant, the firs t of its kind 
made available to a facu lty 
member by Regis College, is a 
definite landmark in the history 
and progress of the school. "This 
research grant is undoubtedly 
benefical and holds great 
opportunities for the faculty and 
the school from a standpoint of 
interest in the faculties' needs and 
benefits and the college's own 
broadening of interest and 
eJCper ience, '' commented Mr. 
Brockway. 
MAX LISTS' 68-' 69 ACH\EVEMENTS 
locations of subspecific contact 
between the two subspecies of the 
whiptail lizard that he plans to 
study? 
BY PAUL MAX 
President, Student Senate 
The Student Government at Regis has had a very active year. 
Despite some definite roadblocks the Executive Board has attined 
notable success. Along with cooperation of appointed committees, the 
Executive Board has brought the following tangible results to fruition: 
(1) We rewrote the Constitution Student Senate Committee, the 
of the Student Senate. Student idea of a 3 .2 bar has been 
Government was sorely in need of approved by the Board of 
a new Constitution because the old Trustees. 
one was outdated and inoperative. (3) The fact that three parties 
(2) Through the work of a are going to run for the Executive 
REGIS HELP ASKED 
IN POVERTY MEET 
By WILLIAM DOUB . 
Recently, a memorandum from conferenc~ will feat~re a ~anq?et 
the B e h a v i or a l S c i e n c e for a nom mal fee which Will brmg 
Department of Metro State together in discussion the diverse 
College was sent to Father Jose?h elements of_ the confere~ce. 
T 0 r r e s, S.J., the Diocesan Co- The services of R_egis Colle~e 
ordinator for Spanish-Americans are n~~ded, par_hcul~rly In 
in the Denver area , in residence at orgamzmg and hnanc_mg the 
Regis College asking him to various elements that will make 
furnish the depa'rtment with a list up the conference. Several 
of names of people and commit~e~s are being formed_ to 
organizations w~i~h ~ig~t be help facilitate the actual pl~nmng 
interested in .parbcipatmg I~ the of the conference, and all o. ~hem 
formation of a Western Regwnal have places that need to be filled. 
Conference on Poverty to be hel~ Anyone who feels. he can help or 
inDenverontheweekendofApnl who would like further 
26-28 of this year. information, please contact 
The purpose of the symposium William Doub, Rm. 138 Carroll 
is to inform the students and Hall, 477-9787. 
people of the West and Midwest . 
about the problem of poverty. It _is ELECTS OFFICERS 
Board shows that the current 
board has made their job 
. something to be respected. A third 
party has not appeared on the 
Regis scene for many years . A 
favorable image has been created 
of Student Government. 
(4) The Executive Board has 
worked with the Admissions office 
by attending College l':lig~ts at 
various high schools; pickmg up 
and being responsible for high 
school seniors spending the 
weekend at Regis. When 
prospective students come . to 
campus they frequently have an 
Executive Board member as a 
guide. 
(5) The President of the Student . 
Senate and the Athletic De-
partment worked in close co-
operation last Spring in attract-
ing high caliber athletes to 
Regis. Joh Kafka, first team 
all-stater from Missouri, is a 
product of our cooperative ef-
forts. 
(6) Members of the Executive 
Board assisted the Development 
office and Alumni office in the 
solicitation of alumni funds this 
fall. Thus, Student Government 
has availed itself to the 
Development and Alumni offices. 
(7) Student Government has 
entered into a new area: 
Academics. A report to the 
General Assembly was made by 
an Executive Board member on 
Continued on Page 3 
(2) Is hybridization occurring 
where their ranges overlap? 
(3) If (2) is affirmative bow ex-
tensive is the gene flow between 
these subspecies? _ 
Mr. Taylor comments that if 
''you have a sophisticated mode of 
analysis th_ese genetic differences 
can be observed, measured, and 
analyzed ." His conclusions and 
observations will be largely based 
on a procedure utilizing statistics. 
The entire summer will be spent 
in the field drawing samples of 25 
to 50 an imals from single 
localities , with the sampling sites 
chosen so as to provide a selective 
cross section of the subspecies 
throughout its range. Mr. Taylor 
will concentrate in the areas of 
northern Arizona and New Mexico 
and southern Utah and Nevada," 
camping whenever and wherever 
possible to reduce expenses ." 
In order to give the students an 
opportunity to hear the candidates 
running in tomorrow's election 
and to give them the opportunity 
to have any of their questions 
answered, a debate among the 
candidates will be held tonight in 
the Science Amphitheatre at 8:00 
p.m. Short speeches will be given 
by the presidential candidates, 
after which questions can be 
written down ·and given to 
moderator Dewey F. Bartlett, 
who will address them to the 
candidates. Free coffee will be 
provided. 
also hoped that the m~eti~g w~ll 
involve student orgamzabons m 
the Denver area in programs that 
result from the conference. 
Women's Council Votes ''No Slacks'' 
first event will be to put on a 
luncheon for the mothers of Regis 
students during Parents' Weekend 
March 13-15. 
The meeting will feature 
nationally-known speakers such as 
John Gardner, former Secretary 
of Health Education, and 
Welfare and Cesar Chavez, union 
organiz~r f r o m the D e l a n o 
Valley in California. It will also 
feature minority and student 
leaders from the area colleges and 
universities who will participate 
in workshops and speak-outs, as 
well as militants. Finally, the 
By GINNY ROBERTS 
Brown and Gold Staff Writer 
Last Thursday, February 13 the 
newly formed All Women's 
Council met in the Old Library 
with Miss Constanc_e Keough to 
vote on whether slacks could be 
worn by co-eds in the classroom. 
The majority decision was that 
girls could not wear slack~ or 
shorts to class. They may contmue 
to wear them elsewhere on 
campus subject to current rules. 
The eight-member Council also 
elected the following officers : 
Betty Losinski, President; Ginny 
Roberts, Secretary; Shirley 
Micheli, Treasurer; and Kathy 
Moore, Social Director. 
The co-eds began planning 
activities to sponsor through this 
year and into next fall's 
orientation for freshmen. The 
If anyone has questions or 
matters they would like the All 
Women ' s Council to discuss , 
please see one of the officers or 
come to the next meeting this 
Thursday, February 20, 4:00P.M., 
in the Old Library. 
HA RRY L. TAYLOR 
·Editors Set 
Deadline For 
1969 Rebus 
By JOHN MUNSON 
Rebus Editor 
Contrary to the vicious rumor 
sweeping across campus, ther-e 
will be a literary magazine this 
year. The magazine will come out 
in connection with Ranger Week. 
Anyone who wishes to write for 
this publication may present their 
work to the editors by March 15, 
1969 who will consider for 
publication all material turned in . 
to them. 
This year's editors are Louis J . 
DeCarlo, James Fitzgerald, and 
John Munson. Articles may be 
given to them in O'Connell Hall, 
rm. 113, and Carroll Hall, rm. 223, 
or they may be sent to the Brown 
and Gold Office , C/ 0 John 
Munson. by intra-campus mail. 
Articles must be in short story 
or poem form, although no 
qualifications are set for length or 
style. Anyone with further 
questions should contact one of 
the editors. 
The BROWN and GOLD is published bi-weekly during the school year as the official 
Regis College student newspaper. Editorial opinion expressed on this page does not 
necessarily reflect that of the administration, faculty, or student body. 
Mark Angelos, Editor Dale Gardner, Assistant Editor 
MEMBER 
Sports Editor.......... ..... ... .. .. Skip Walsh 
Circulation Editor. .. .. .. .. .. .. Rick Carter Business Manager .... .. .. ......... . .John Trilla 
Photography.. .. .. . ...... ...... Dick Shumaker Moderator ............ .... .... Miss Carmen Casis 
Elections come but once a year, at least elections for the 
Student Senate (did somebody say something about the simi-
larity between the smiling faces of the last week and a half 
and the big smiles during the Queen Campaign?), but ask any 
of the candidates and they'll tell you that's often enough. Par-
ty members that were cheerful and talkative last Wednesday 
morning are beginning to show the wear and tear of the last 
nine days of campaigning, and cheerful greetings are a little 
bit slower. But from all appearances the desire and the willing-
ness of the candidates to make these sacrifices in order to serve 
their fellow-students, and their confidence in their own abil-
ities and programs, has not diminished for all the hard work. 
The election this year has a special meaning and it is es-
pecially important that students take their voting seriously 
and pick the candidate that will speak for them the way they 
want to be represented. All of the offices that are up for elec-
tion tomorrow have been greatly increased and strengthened 
after the enactment of the new constitution. The President will 
be the official spokesman for students in all matters, and with 
the upcoming debates over cuts, housing, and comprehensive 
exams, it is essential that the students pick a strong candidate 
who will work well with the faculty and administration with-
out antagonizing them. The responsibilities of the president 
have been increased for he now makes all final executive de-
cisions, bypassing the red tape of former years. 
The secretary will be the informal executive liaison with 
the President of the college and will attempt to keep the chan-
nel of communication between Fr. Mattione's office and the 
Student Senate free of static. The Treasurer is now chairman of 
the Financial Committee, a committee set up to pass upon all 
General Assembly appropriations and take this time-consuming 
job out of the GA meetings. 
The parties have worked hard to take the campus by storm 
and run a campaign that peaks between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00p.m. 
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RANCH RASHNESS . j 
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One of the principal advantages of bureaucracy 
is that it prevents rash decisions. A prime example 
of this is the case of comprehensive examinations, 
which has caused a great deal of tribulation among 
the students lately. The thought occurred to most 
of the seniors that it might be a good idea to abolish 
the comprehensive examinations r e q u i r e d for 
graduation. In order to determine what action 
should be taken a senior class meeting was called. 
Premonitions of disaster were immediate. First, 
over 80% of the seniors showed up for the meeting. 
Second, there was unanimo\is agreement as to the 
course of action. For these two events to occur 
simultaneously by chance was too much to believe 
-the gods had set the stage for tragedy. The agreed 
course of action was simple: comprehensive 
examinations should be abolished. _ 
Unfortunately, the simplist path is often the 
most difficult to travel. To attain the agreed goal of 
the senior class the ritual of the academic 
community had to be followed. This entailed three 
separate steps. First, a formal recommendation 
had to be made to the Educational Policies Com-
mttee. If the recommendation passed this com-
mittee, it would then go to a full faculty meeting for 
consideration. If the proposal received faculty 
approval, it would then go to the Board of Trustees 
for their perusal. If the trustees consented to the 
proposal, then comprehensive examinations would 
be abolished. This apparatus obviously does not lend 
itself to speedy considerations and approval of a 
measure. This is what led to problems. The senior 
proposal was drawn-up and submitted one week 
prior to the start of oral comprehensive 
examinations. 
~ow approaval is a simple matter. You just 
have three quick meetings _and three quick votes. 
Then you announce that a measure is approved. 
However, consideration is not so simple. Con-
sideration means thought, discussion, and debate 
- a rather time consuming process. Time, of 
course, was not available. The logical con-
clusion in light of these simple facts is that seniors 
will be taking comprehensive examinations this 
year. . . 
However, the question arises · as to whether or 
not this logic is inescapable. In spite of the 
seemingly inevitable result of the senior proposal 
many seniors have expressed great dissatisfaction 
with what happened. -This dissatisfaction arose out 
of the fact that they did not intend a proposal for 
consideration and approval. Rather what was 
intended was a conclusion to be ratified by the three 
separate bodies. Any consideration involved was 
deemed as inconsequential in light of the obvious-
to the seniors - facts. The Educational Policies 
Committee, viewing things in a different light, 
tabled the proposal for further consideration. This 
explains why we have some very mad seniors 
walking around. . 
Seeing why some students are mad, we must 
necessarily ask if they have the right to be angry. 
However, if we ask this necessary question, we run 
into a lot of trouble from the studenfs point of view. 
It would be much easier to say that the Ed Policies 
Committee put the senior resolution on ice so the 
seniors would have to take comps. Since I dislike the 
untenable and the simplistic equally, I ignore both 
these options. 
One could take me to task for ignoring an 
obvious question. But that's alright since it seems to 
be vogue with many people throughout the Regis 
Community these days. 
STUDENT STATES REASON FOR VOTE 18 
It is time for our current voting 
laws to break themselves from the 
Medieval Age and become 
practical realizations of, our 
For years America has protested that it is a nation of well-educated 
individuals living within a a just society. The lowering of the voting age 
is an issue that vitally concerns itself with this claim. Upon completion 
of twelve years of schooling the teachers of America profess that their 
students are prepared to practice their ·citizenship. Now is the time for 
America to test that claim and to its faith in its product, 
American youth. y ur ~,'f'r 
The lowering of the voting age R~lt I~ 
''Modern society'~ILL. MUNSELL 
·- ..( tomorrow. Hobo's Boys, led by Bob Branand,- hopes to~·sweep 
to victory on the skirttails of the Regis cheerleaders. Bobo and 
his boys have run a campaign which, from all appearances, --
is .-concerned witb.. qur system of 
justice in the following topics to 
mention a few. In our current 
society those who are 18 years of s~ems to project the "and-remember-kids-we-are-your-friends, 
-you-can-rely-on-us" attitude. But make no mistake, there is 
talent and dedication on this ticket and the members of this par-
ty deserve careful consideration. 
It is rumored that the Student Union once thought of using 
beer cans instead of posters to publicize their campaign; but 
couldn' t get approval from the Board of Trustees. But presi-
dential candidate John Budinger has worked hard to get ap-
proval from the Trustees for a beer bar on campus, and would 
probably work best at the accomplishment of concrete goals 
and definite programs. 
The New Order has run perhaps the most imaginative cam-
paign of any of the tickets. Lead by Randy Roth, running on a 
clean reputation and clean sheets for O'Connell Hall, this ticket 
would most likely be more effective than the above parties in 
achieving the intangibles of student government, particularly 
the immeasurable results such as improving the Regis image 
and furthering relationships with the faculty and administra-
tion. 
Despite the sounds, nothing in this editorial is meant as an 
endorsement or a condemnation ofa particular party. Hopeful-
ly students will realize that there is more at stake in this elec-
tion than electing the friendliest candidate or the one with the 
best memory for names, the students will feel that there is 
enough incentive for them to get out and vote and not let some-
one else do the voting for them, and in the end that the best men 
will be elected. After all, isn't this the hope of all elections? 
MARK ANGELOS 
age are: 
1. treated as adults in court, 
2. sentenced and jailed as 
adults, 
3. marry without ' consent of 
parents in many states, 
4. holding down full-time jobs 
and pay taxes, 
5. treated by Civil Service as 
adults, 
6. owners of firearms and 
drivers licenses, 
7. not forced to attend schools 
against their wishes, 
8. inducted into military serv-
ice with or without their con-
sent, 
9. classified as adults by in-
surance companies, 
10. subject to pension and wel-
fare services same as an 
adult. 
What is even more 
disappointing is the premise upon 
which twenty-one was declared 
the "legal age" . The legal age of 
twenty-one was established as a 
Medieval English Common Law 
which allowed the boy to achieve 
knighthood at that age. 
MONEY MATTERS 
FUND GENERALIZATIONS 
There has been a great deal of 
misunderstanding lately -
particularly during the last few 
days of the Executive Board 
election campaign - about 
funding and budgeting procedures 
here at Regis. Charges and 
suppositions about the mechanics 
of student funding have flown 
around, been kicked around, and 
generally abused to a point beyond 
clarification. What follows is an 
attempt at clarification. 
First of all, Regis is fiscally-
orientated to what is referred to 
as "the General Fund." This is a 
setup whereby all financial, 
budget expendables are pooled 
into a gigantic "pot"- that is, all 
current fund expenditure accounts 
(all the way from the History 
Department, through the Dean of 
with TIM HART 
potential deficit use elsewhere. 
VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS ~~~~~c ~t~tg\s !~:h~r~~~~~o~N~ 
common budget figure that is 
determined by the Director of 
Budget and Finance, Mr. Eugene 
Donahoue. All these expenditure-
budgeted organizations are 
expected to match roughly one-
third (at least in the case of 
student-organizational accounts) 
income to expenditure; income 
excesses are also deposited into 
the Fund, for use elsewhere in 
event of deficit. In short then 
every budgeted Departme~t and 
organization has its hand in the 
same till, and all those dependents 
have a common source of funds. 
Example: the BROWN AND 
GOLD, through the Dean's 
Budget, is granted a total budget 
of approximately $6,300., of which 
~1,800. is pledged advertising 
mcome. Should the BROWN AND 
GOLD exceed that income figure 
and not be able to spend the 
excess, it would be redeposited 
into the General Fund, for 
Secondly, each .student at Regis 
pays $20. per semester in Student 
Activity Fee; totaled, this figure 
reaches somewhere between 
$42,000. and $44,000. per year net 
income. Mr. Donahoue informed 
Paul Fleming that the Fee is 
actually misnomered: it should 
read "Student Activity and 
Service Fee." Here's why: For 
the money allotted, the following 
activities and services must be 
supported: Library costs, $70,000; 
Student Senate, $12,800; BROWN 
AND GOLD, $4300; RANGER, 
$1500 - these alone total $88,000, 
or roughly twice the activities and 
services students pay for. The 
above also does not include 
Basketball admissions, Student 
Health services, and Registration 
costs, which together push the 
expense well over $110,000. 
AI_lother point: the College 
Bookstore does not turn excess 
profits ; Fleming was also 
infornaed (at the same source) 
that the Bookstore operates on a 
"break-even" basis - and only 
thus because the Bookstore is 
owned by the College, and they 
are not charged rent. Point two: 
even if the Bookstore were 
operating on a high-profit basis, 
they would be obliged to turn the 
excess over to the Finance 
Director for use in, say, campus 
maintenance or improvement, 
because of the General Fund. This 
is so because the facility is owned 
by the College. In the event that 
the Bookstore was making a profit 
- a highly hypothetical situation 
The Mechanic 
~With GINNY ROBERTS 
Each time I sit down to type a column I am 
victimized by deep-seated feelings of inferiority and 
paranoia. I cannot type worth beans. My whole 
formal training in the discipline consists of two days 
at summer schooL I spent those trying to figure out 
the doggoned way to set the Magic Margin and 
finally decided that there was a spooky little elf that 
set the margins overnight. . 
I particularly detest setting up term papers. 
There is nothing that makes me send my eraser 
flying across the room faster than a misplaced 
footnote or three semi-colons in the bibliography 
where two periods and a comma belong. I could keep 
Eaton Allen turning a profit with all the Ko-Rec-
Type I use. Would you belive I had to start this draft 
over three, correction four, times? Labor-saving 
device, my full wastebasket! 
But the typewriter isn't my only mechanical 
Waterloo. I mentioned some months ago that the 
proctors in the language lab dread my appearance 
there for two hours every week even more than I do. 
It gets worse with each passing tape. The other day, 
for example, I punched in without a bit of trouble 
until that shiny chrome monster started his~ing at 
me. I chose to ignore its inhospitality and speedily 
put on the tape. It promptly broke and I, feeling 
humiliated to have done it again, had it fixed only to 
have it sliced immediately. Even I can take a hint 
like that. I moved. 
I'm all for the many wonders of our 
technological age. As long as you don't ask me to 
become a computer programmer. I look to elections 
around here with trepidation. My full confidence is 
entrusted to the candidates, but will Dewey Bartlett 
really understand when I screw up the voting 
machine? 
- and the Bookstore was t1.:-ned 
over to a non-profit, studem 
operated system, the profit 
deposit to the General Fund would 
be missed, and students would 
probably wind up picking up the 
slack somewhere else. 
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GA INCUMBENT LISTS PROBLEMS, SOLUTIONS 
Continued from ~age r • ( 9) A number of standing the faculty have the opportunity of National Collegiate Presidential active part in the proceedings on Teacbe~-Student ratio at Reg1s. A committees exist in the General bearing student opinion on various Primary h~ld in April, 1968. Our September 6 & 7. The successful 
com m 1 tt e e. 0 f t be Genera I Ass em b I y : Cons tit uti on a I matters at the committee political rally, held on the eve of Student Leadership Conference 
Asse.mbly IS at .the pre~ent Revision Committee , Food meetings. the voting day, attracted of September held a "follow-up" 
studymgthecut pobcy at Reg1~. Service Committee, Financial (11) The Executive Board newspaper and television conference in November. 
(8) General Assembly meetmgs Committee and Organizational brought Roger Johnson, a Denver coverage. Governor John A. Love (15) Student Government's 
have been more frequent and less Review Committee . Ad hoc lawyer and physician to campus in of the State of Colorado was the immediate action in the Food 
structured.. More information committees have been established March 1968. Mr. Johnson spoke honored guest for the event. Service problems of early 
has been giVen out by the Presi- for temporary situations. More on Drugs. In this same vein, Mr. (13) A first was established in St. September was exemplary. The 
?ent of_ the Student Senate than effective and cohesive work can Mike McKevitt, District Attorney Louis and Denver this past problems were ironed out because 
m prev1ous years. An effort has be done by committee work. of Denver, spoke at the Student summer when a send-off party the students initiated the process 
been made to make these meet- (10), Students now enjoy a vote Leadership Conference in for soon-to-be Freshmen at Re- to eliminate the problems. 
ing~ concerned ~ith College on all Faculty Committees, save September. His speech was also gis was held. This party helped (16) With the Lecture 
policy. An emphas1s has been committee on Rank and Tenure. informative, and definitely not to acquaint the St. Louisians Committee, the Executive Board 
placed on the communication of Reports of these meetings are a sermon. Thus, Student Govern- and Denverites with Regis be- has brought two outstanding 
Ideas at these meetings. No given by the Student ment has performed definite fore they actually arrived on speakers to our campus. We share 
longer does the General As- Representative to the General social services to the student campus. a fin an cia 1 and s e I e c t ion 
sembly waste time over club Assembly meetings. Thus, the body. (14) Two Executive Board commonality with the Faculty 
and organization appropria- average student knows what the (12) Student Government took members attended the first Committee. 
tions. faculty is doing and thinking, and an active role _in CHOICE '68, the Faculty Conference and took an ( 17 ) Two members of the 
DORM REGULATIONS-TIME FOR CHANGE? 
Executive Board have signed up 
for the Regis College Speakers 
Bureau . This is a student 
government first. The public 
Editor: officer. Liberal? No! Much overdue students, are now willing and able relations with the community will 
It has rudely been called to my 3.) If a case is appealed, the criticism of the dearth of to take on some more of the be favoralbe as a result of this 
attention that many of the Regis appellant should not suffer from inalienable rights? Yes! responsibilities that have been participation. 
TRADITIONS- one of which I will the apprehension that his sentence Do I want you to go out now taken care of for us until we (18) The President of the Student 
expound upon now- desperately might be increased. In other picketing and rioting? Hardly! It's showed enough intitiative to Senate represented Regis College 
need revamping and moderni- words, if he got three campuses such a mess, and besides, as a diplomatically rise to the occasion at the Kappa Gamma Pi National 
zation. from the Dorm Board, and he character in PAN would say: It's and take some of the Sororitymeeting inDenver. 
First of all, I would like to appeals to higher authority' it such "poor form". No, I want you administrative responsibility into (19) The President ofthe Student 
state I have been - what I feel should not be within the powers of instead to stop and think. Use your our own hands. Senate represented Regis as a 
- a victim of the 'established that authority to make the energies constructively. Perhaps Remember, the power of a panelist at Temple Buell College. 
rules', and you may consider my sentence four campuses as it if enough people showed enough country should lie with its The topic was "A Man's View of 
view points as biased, although presently stands. interest, that would indicate to the citizens. Tb v· . . Sex." What an experience! 
much of what I say bas deep and Whether the possibility of administration that we, as e Irglnlan (20) Due to student concern over 
true basis for being stated. enacting the above exists or not, is G A ~ IN G sEN lOR . 't tat' n o The R.A.'s have the virtual beside the point ; the fact is that R D u J :O~o~~i'n~o:,P :e:~::ut~oe o: 
power of 'life and death' over the it could happen and it would be Human Rights composed of 
dorm students; if one thinks you very wrong. Ad · · t t ' F. It & 
were drinking in your room, by 4.)1nrelationtothehandlingof ATTACKS POLICIES S ~~~~~ r~lo~, · ·a~u y, golly, you were, there are no 'ifs', students, the Student Life Board (~~\ e;,~e ~~ea e:f :r:~· fast for 
'ands', or 'buts'. The only thing should be composed all of Biafra-Nigeria origina~ed in the 
you can do is defend yourselfwith students, even in regard to the General Assembly. This venture 
extenuating · circumstances~-- Al- expulsion of students, and only Editor: received support of the General 
subJ'ect to the approbation or veto h" f F hm I st d t B d Th " beit this policy is not right, I When I arrived on t 1s campus our years ago as a res an was u en o y . IS program 
·t of their decisions by the Dean of t ld 1 "th th t f th b f l ss that any changes in involved 98.6"'o of the student admit. it is necessary, for 1 Students and the President in the o , a ong WI e res o e mem ers o my c a , " 
Would be impossible to run the - school policy requested by the students would have to go through "the body. case of conviction. establishment, if, for every loud proper channels." After observing what has happened withi~ the (22) The President of the Student 
record player and raucus, A.) The trying of students by administration in regard to the Senior Class request that the faculty and Senate represented the Regis 
inebriated person the R.A. needed the Student Life Board should be administration review a recommendation by said class to drop Senior Student Body at the C IV IS 
concrete proof and a dozen conducted like a rel!ular trial Comprehensive Examinations, it has become disturbingly apparent that PRINCEPS Banquet, Freshman 
witnesses to impose sentence but with a jury of twelve selected these "channels" are being manipulated to meet the whims of those in Orientation Convocation ;- ~-~ 
there are other things that would from the student body. The judge control. be unpopular with certain Associated Colleges of Colorado 
help guarantee the rights of the should be a member of the student In 1964 Barry Goldwater was members of the faculty or Dinner, & CAICU dinner for high 
student. These proposals are: ::ouncil: in all likelihood, the overwhelmingly defeated in his administration. school counselors from key bor-
1.) There should exist a president'there-of. . bid to become President of the Since the Senior Class presented der states. 
document resembling the 'Bill of United States . But Barry itsproposaltotbeAcademicDean (23) Three members of the 
Rights' stating what the Dorm B.) Anything serious enough Goldwater was given the chance Tuesday, February 11, 1969 (the Executive Board represented 
Board could not exceed as far as for the Student Life trial should to make or break himself and proper channel insofar as we have Regis at Boston College for the 
penalties go; i.e. for this violation reauire concrete evidence of one what he stood for. The relevance been able to determine) for Jesuit Student Body Presidents' 
you will get up to five campuses kind or another from the accuser. of this point is simple: no longer is presentation to the Educational Confernce in February 1968. Other 
and/or social probation for the the issue (at least in my eyes) to Policies Committee, the following Conference in February 1968. 
restofthesemester. OR: The Student Life Board drop Senior Comprehensive things have happened: The Stu- Other members of the Board 
2.) The Dorm Board should not should be elected by the students Examinations but , rather , dent Committee bas been barred will represent Regis as J .S.B. 
be subject to pressure from the themselves. The sources for the whether or not students have the from the meeting despite the fact P .C. which will be held at Santa 
student Life Board or other Board mem~ers would be the right to request a fair and speedy that faculty wishing to present a Clara University in Early Janu-
higher officers of the College- facultyofReg1s. . hearing on any proposal that may proposal of their own have been ary, 1969 . 
asll ttheuwdayeupntottheohiguheset stT~IeOsenidseas: RM···attiOne Letter ~~~fE·~?!:g~~::; ~f~t=fE:~~·~!i~~ 
. although this "privile!fe" was themselves available to t heir 
Editor: "overthrowing the Catholic 
1 am neither anti-Jesuit nor anti- Church as presently structured," 
Catholic Church. On the other you can see plainly his attempt to 
hand, I am not especially fond. of discredit Melville and appear as a 
Guatemala, simply because 1ts middle-of-the-roader, sweet guy 
government claims my country, ·and swell president who doesn't 
British Honduras, and our people want to offend certain people who 
from English rule. complain about Melville's visit .. 
However, 1 cannot but shake my Melville may have refused his 
head in utter disgust when Father priestly vows, and he may have 
Mattione bad to apologize for ex- exaggerated a little, but the facts 
Father Melville's visit to the he talked about concerning United 
D F th States policy in Guatemala 
Regis campus. ear a er (remember the C.I.A. - United Mattione appears to be f b th th Fruit Company plot that 
completely ignorant 0 0 . . e overthrew Arbenz, and today 's 
ecclesiastical and pohtJcal 
conditions in Guatemala, and special forces and sold_i~rs 
R'EPORtER' ElfPihESSES' 
DEEPLY FELT SORROW 
Edit~r: ld lik to write a little note for one of the disgruntle? members 
wou e ootball team. This reporter has feeling for you 
of the Denver _Club A f . idn't et our candy. 1 went home early 
and yours and IS sorry that yodu d t ~enf I look forward for the chance 
for Christmas because as a orm s u 
to go h~m.e . . who wants to put in the time and effort. 
This JOb 1s open to anyone 1 . tive It "can" be a pain. If you There is no pay, hence, no. rea mc~n 0~ can have the job. If as a 
really want to get the art~Ies 
0
:
0;e;l ypersecuted, 1 will procure a 
member of Denver Club • Y h t omeone will donate a cross. hammer and nails and I am sure t a s 
. , 
Dennis G. Clarke 
Brown and Gold Reporter 
with the Guatemalan army) , and 
the lack of action on the part of 
the Guatemalan Catholic Church 
to initiate social reform among 
the millions of Indians, who 
compose 60% of the populatiOn, 
are real and alive. The answer to 
what Melville preached lies !n 
social change and reform, not m 
overthrows. I myself am not an 
expert on Guatemalan affairs , but 
I have been there often enough to 
appreciate Melville's candor. 
Maybe Father Mattione should 
investigate before he tries to 
placate a few people and before 
trying to play politics. Maybe Fr. 
Mattione should realize that 
students are watching him, as the 
prime representative of Regis 
College, and that even though he 
possesses the right to advocate 
his convictions , he should 
remember that what he says 
reflects on the students , and I 
doubt if the students who heard 
Melville's speech would regret his 
visit. 
We have to confront reality. 
The condition of the church in 
Guatemala "as structured' ' 
remains pretty poor, and its 
activity among the majority of ~he 
struggling Guatemalans remams 
very superficial, while it panders 
to the Guatemalan military, rich, 
and middle-class. 
Sincerly, 
Carlos Perdomo 
magnanimously re-instated at the fellow-students, and ha ve 
last minute; certain department successfully acted as a channel of 
chairmen and faculty members communication for these students 
have threatened students with to the Faculty and Administration 
admittedly overburdening the of this institution. 
course requirements should they 
either support the proposal or 
should they go along with it in the 
event that it passes the proper 
channels; certain department 
chairmen have written letters to 
the Academic Dean in support of 
" comps" despite a definite feeling 
in the other direction expressed 
by the other members of that de-
partment. 
I feel it is unfortunate that those 
responsible for the above have so 
little · confidence in their own 
position and, ultimately, their 
position with their fellow faculty 
and administrators that they must 
resort to these tactics. I, for one, 
am no longer concerned with 
whether or not " Comps " are 
dropped . If the decision 
(presuming it is ever made) goes 
against us, I will take my 
"Comps." I am not in favor of a 
boycott nor will I support one. But 
you can be rest assured that I am 
glad I am getting out ~ec~us~ I 
firmly believe that any mstitutwn 
so unsure of itself that it cannot 
act in one way or another on a 
student proposal presented 
through the "proper channels" is 
not worth the 90 acres it is built 
on. 
Sincerely, 
Stephen J. Hannan 
.... l ' j • 
Jesuit Meet 
Emphasizes 
Autonomy 
Spokane , Wash . - (I . P .) -
Jesuit colleges and universities 
throughout the world will have 
greater independence in making 
decisions for their own individual 
problems as a result of a recent 
conference of Jesuit officials in 
Rome, Italy. 
The Very Rev. John P. Leary, 
S.J ., president of Gonzaga 
University and one of four 
presidents of Jesuit colleges in the 
United States who were invited to 
the conference, said the talks 
resulted in new insights for 
greater autonomy on Jesuit 
campuses in this country. 
" The Rome meeting led to 
immense clarification of 
responsibility and a disposition to 
place authority and autonomy 
where they belong." said Father 
Continued -on Page 4 , 
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SNEA WORKS TO LOWER VOTING AGE HE MOVIE SCENE 
On Saturday, February 8, a general planning meeting on Vote 18 
was held by the Student CEA. At that meeting plans designed to in-
fluence the State Legislature of Colorado to pass and refer to the 
people an amendment to the state's Constitution were made. The 
amendment sought b_y the _group would extend the voting privilege to 
those between 18 and 21. 
Ken Boedeker and Bill Munsell, 
both students and Student CEA 
members at Regis College, were 
appointed State Co-ordinators for 
the program. The association, 
which has representatives at 
sixteen colleges in the state, feels 
that the education profession can 
best express its faith in its pro-
best express its faith in its prod-
uct by supporting the Vote 18 
After its first semester of 
operation, the Student NEA's 
Course and Instructor Evaluation 
can be rated a success to say the 
least. 
The major deficiencies in the 
first trial run were the lack of 
time in which to get the proj~t 
going and the percentage of 
responses from the participating 
students. Only about 45 to 55% of 
the forms were returned. This 
percentage will have to go up if 
the program is to continue. While 
50% return gives us some 
indication of the feelings of the 
students, it is by no means 
completely valid. 
The Student NEA wishes to 
thank the instructors who 
participated and all of the 
students who returned the forms. 
Without cooperation from these 
two segments, the program would 
not have been as successful as it 
was. 
The program will be in effect 
· again this semester. Hopefully, 
some of the "bugs" have been 
worked out. A higher return ratio 
is expected with some of the 
initial pressure from various 
sources relieved. The project will 
remain an activity of the Student 
NEA contrary to some rumors 
and attempts by dissident 
students who disagreed with 
certain aspects of the program. 
Two '68 Bests 
..-...-.--....-.with GARY D. GROENE 
THE SUBJECT WAS ROSES 
The Subject Was Roses is a~ effectiv~ filiD:ization. of a one-scene 
play. Frank D. Gilroy's Pulitzer Pnze-wmner IS excellently 
transformed to the screen in a skillful fashion that makes it one of the 
best films of 1968. 
This movie also marks the inspiring comeback of actress Patricia 
Neal after an almost fatal illness (three brain strokes) in 1965. When 
Miss Neal was cast as Nettie Cleary, it was assumed that she would 
never regain her old style but that her effort would be appreciated. Not 
only has she regained her old style but she has added new dimensions. 
This exciting technique could win for her a second Academy Award (her 
first was for Hud in 1963) and a sure nomination for an Oscar. She is 
pure magnificence and as critic Judith Crist says, "She would be worth 
waiting a decade for." Her performance is truly acting skill at its height 
of individual achievement. 
Through Saturday's action, the 
Student CEA joins several other 
college groups in the effort to 
having the voting age lowered. · 
When asked why his group should 
be involved, Boedeker replied, 
"Who is better qualified to lead 
the campaign to win full rights 
for the 10 to 12 million Americans 
between 18 and 21 than the people 
who prepare these young adults 
for their civic responsibility?" 
Munsell responded, "A group that 
is unwilling to listen must be 
afraid of doubt being cast upon 
its own ability." 
Jesuits Talk Autonomy 
The story centers around an Irish family in the Bronx who's 
son, Timmy, comes home from the Army. It is a continual 
struggle between mother and father to achieve their son's love 
and to make him an ally against the other. 
Jack Albertson excellently recreates his Broadway role of John 
Cleary, the father, and Martin Sheen is quite convincing as the twenty-
one year old son, Timmy Cleary. Sheen also appeared in the Broadway 
production of the three-character story. 
OFFER SECOND 
READING COURSE 
There will be another "Reading 
and Thinking" course offered on 
campus from March 10 to April25, 
for those who missed the first 
opportunity to enroll. 
Continued from Page 3 
Leary in reporting to the Gonzaga 
faculty. He said he found some 
Jesuit officials fearful that many 
institutions around the world built 
by the order through the years are 
gradually slipping away from 
Jesuit control. 
"I think we convinced the 
officials in Rome that we have 
over-conceptualized the role of the 
Jesuit in our schools," he said, 
and that a healthy autonomy is 
::tlready here. 
"Any idea that Jesuits are in 
complete control on their cam-
puses is a mild illusion. In some 
very striking ways we are pub-
lic institutions already in that 
we perform a public service." 
There was general agreement at 
the meeting, Father Leary said, 
that lay trustees are needed and 
desireable in Jusuit colleges. 
"The tempo of our times is such 
that the mix of lay and Jusuit 
trustees is necessary. 
"No single group of Jesuits or 
laymen can possibly absorb the 
data, understand and make 
decisions on contemporary 
problems unless one assists the 
other," he said. 
Executive Board Vice-Presi-
dent Dennis Moroney has an-
nounced that the final date for 
this spring's R?nger Day is set 
at Sunday, April 27, 1969. It will 
be in conjunction with the Prom, 
according to pr~,cedent, which is 
Friday, April25. ! 
The change became necessary 
after the dates for Regis Week, 
the traditional Ranger Day con-
juncted date, were changed to 
early in May. 
The script by Frank D. Gilroy from his stage success is expertly 
creative. Miss Neal's long speech at the end of the film is not only 
effectively acted but like-wise is well-written. The normal c:Iialogue 
makes this one of the year's finest screen-plays. 
The direction of Uln Grosbard, his film debut, is praise-worthy as 
was his direction on Broadway, The other cinematic arts and crafts, 
handled by George Jenkins as art director and John Godfrey as set 
director, are very important to the movie's success. 
Judy Collins is masterful when she sings "Albatross" and "Who 
Knows Where The Time Goes?" One memorable moment comes when 
Miss Neal, fed up with her situation, takes her coins, leaves the 
apartment and goes down to the seashore while Miss Collins sings 
"Albatross." This particular instant is quite touching as are the final 
moments between father and son before the son leave his parents and 
also the dancing of the polka between Miss Neal and Sheen. 
The Subject Was Roses is a rare achievement; it is certainly 
searching out for many awards. The most rewarding virtue of the film is 
the triumph of Patricia Neal who restores faith in films and sets forth a 
glimmer of hope for artistic achievement for American audiences. 
FUNNY GIRL 
Funny Girl, the triumphant debut of Barbra Streisand, is a 
Hollywood success but at times lacks true theatrical form. 
Robert Denberg and Associates, 
the course's sponsor, will furnish 
all materials except textbooks for 
the course. Cost is set at $75.00 for 
25 class sessions; class meetings 
will be held- in Room 202 of the 
Student Center. Course 
curriculum will not interfere with 
Easter break, which extends from 
April 2 until April 13. Final 
registration is set for February 28. 
SURGEON LECTURES PSYCH CLASS The show Funny Girl made Barbra Streisand a star on Broadway and the movie will make her a Hollywood star. It is Barbra's picture from first to last. Everything revolves around her__:_ the other actors, 
the story, the musical numbers, the camera that follows her every 
expression, and rarely lets her out of its sight. 
Mr. John Coyne and Mr. 
Liebson, course Instructor, should 
be consulted for further 
information on "Reading and 
Thinking." Mr. Liebson is in 
Room 202 from 11-12 and 1-2 on 
Tuesday and Thursday and from 9-
11 and 1-2. on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday. Evening division 
students, if interested, are urged 
to contact Mr. Liebson so that 
arrangements may be looked into 
for an additional evening course. 
On Tuesday, February 11, Dr. 
Harry Boyd, a Denver neuro-
surgeon, spoke to the members of 
Dr. Fehrenbach's mental hygiene 
and abnormal psychology classes 
on Parkinson's disease. Dr. Boyd 
attended the University of 
Colorado Medical School, served 
his residency at University of 
Indiana Medical School, and in 
addition to his other activities is 
presently a guiding figure in the 
Los Amigos de los Montanas 
program. 
Dr. Boyd showed two short 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES 
The above copy of TIME was sent by an anonymous donor to Dayton Memorial 
Library, which in turn sent it to the BROWN AND GOLD office, thinking we 
could find a use for it. If anyone has a copy of the following week's magazine 
with the results of the race in it, we suggest he try selling it to one of the tickets 
for a tidy profit. He's sure to fool somebody. 
"· 
films on Parkinson's disease 
illustrating the symptomati~ 
shaking of the limbs and the 
operation that is performed to 
relieve the symptom. A small 
probe that can be refrigerated to 
180° is injected into the area of the 
brain that controls the tremor, 
destroying these brain cells. This 
brain destruction causes no 
dysfunction and successfully 
cures the disease in about 90% of 
the cases. 
The story of comedienne Fanny Brice is rather simple. A somewhat 
ugly girl of Jewish ancestry from New York's Lower East side has an 
unquenchable drive to success, fame and fortune. She has to con and 
battle her way onto a stage for the first time but, at least according to 
Funny Girl, success comes relatively easily. She is spotted by the great 
showman of the time, Florenz Ziegfeld (admirably played by Walter 
Pidgeon) and she becomes an overnight star on Broadway. She marries 
a handsome, suave gambler, Nick Arnstein (Omar Sharif) and has a 
baby daughter. When Fanny has to divorce Nick, the picture comes to 
an end. 
When asked about the 
possibility of brain transplants, 
Dr. Boyd replied that, unlike heart 
and kidney transplants, the con-
necting of the millions of nerve 
fibers leading to the brain is so 
complex that at the present time 
it is impossible. When asked how 
he feels toward the fact that a 
answered that he realizes the risk · 
involved, but he feels that good he 
can accomplish is worth the risk. 
Isobel Lennart's screenplay is sometimes dull and flat. Particular 
close-ups of Miss Streisand during the songs "People" and the tear-
/ jerking finale "My May" are not rewarding to the actress. 
Because of excellent scene shifts, "Don't Rain on My Parade" 
surely ranks first as the most effective of the musical numbers. "I'm 
the Greatest Star" is also well-done, as is Fanny's old song, "Second 
Hand Rose." 
The rich humor of Barbra Streisand is an excellent parallel to the 
laughter Miss Brice received. The performance is so realistic that one 
sometimes forgets Barbra Streisand and believes it's Fanny Brice on 
the screen. 
William Wyler's direction (he directed Ben-Hur and The Collector 
quite well) is average, but the most disturbing factor of Funny Girl is 
a vel 
• 
"Oh, I'm just a man ... " Rod uses this excuse 
about fifty-six times a record, and innocent people in 
corduroys and braided hair buy his stuff along with 
their Q-Tips. Then the rain lost his voice and could 
no longer respond to his beckons, and Rod who by 
this time is fat and rich with hair half-fallen, passes 
on. H~ goes off ~nd joins his cousin, his manager is 
starvmg, all his fans are starving, everyone's 
starving but Rod. 
"Father, I can't see the peritoneum. help me, 
help me, finally he's not, he can see" ... "And now 
the Laurence Harvey Award this year goes to 
T~rry ~orlay" . . . (applause) . . . "I accept this 
With pnde and well ... all of us worked hard this 
year, met all our deadlines together and there 
shouldn't be one award but rather thirty-eight for 
each and every one of us. I thank you" ... (ap-
plause) ... "Mr. Horlay, Mr. Horlay, are you in? 
Mr. Horlay, I don't understand this section on 
peritoneum" . . . "Let me see, now the peritone-
um is basically ... " The wheel, the wheel full of 
inanimate. constan~s keeps turning slowly, slowly. 
The ncb cousins met in the summer. Both of 
them surprisingly resembled each other. dressed in 
white pants and cotton knits. It had go~e well for 
Continued on 6 
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each of them the previous fall and spring, full of 
engagements and forgotten love affairs. After 
superfluously speaking and lighting each other's 
Wmstons, they departed for a we-don't-check-id's-
bec~use-we-know-your-daddy's-Club, chatted, 
gossiped, and planned. They were both nineteen, 
those dangling days of formation. They both went off 
to respectable schools, and clung to everything and 
everyone, posing diversity but never escaping 
the~selves. They graduate, compromise, meet at 
par~I~~· reminisce and grow old on these simple 
activities. As the equation lies before the chemist, 
the _reactants lead to products, insert inhibitors and 
activators the reaction is altered and similar 
products are not yielded. The te~perature and 
pressure on the reaction are influences though. 
."Ri_ta, come on, come on" . . "No, Henry, if 
David fmds out he'll throw something at you" .. . 
"You're that, and that, but not that worried!" .. . 
"You don't know how lucky you are,.David." They 
dangled on, never met the sunrise mixed breeds n~ver drink coffee together, they ~ever could fly 
kites or sip of wine together. The breed is sought, 
the mixed fall in autumn, the heterogeneous fall 
together in June. 
February 21, 1969 
Cincinnati 
-Cincinnati, Ohio - tl.P.) 
"There is no doubt in my mind 
that the revolution of black stu-
dents, which is a part of both the 
general student revolution and 
the wider revolution of black 
Americans, has been entirely 
justified," former Central State 
University President Harry 
Groves told a local audience here 
recently. 
Dr. Groves, now professor of 
law at the University of Cincin-
nati, discussing the black student 
revolution, said "nothing less 
would have reached an obtuse 
power structure. It seems to me 
BROWN AND GOLD PageS 
Justifies ·Campus Revolution 
that the only question which 
remains is a tactical question. 
Has the violent phase of the 
revolution now served its 
purpose?" 
Dr. Groves noted "in nearly all 
of the major problems that plague 
youth, the black youth stands with 
his peers, but just a little way 
apart. The frustration of fighting 
to make a world safe for a 
democracy which did not exist for 
them at home has been the never-
ending role of the black American 
soldier.'' 
Black students for years have 
been subjected to a poor quality 
education, "especially in the 
segregated schools and colleges of 
the South," according to Dr. 
Groves. And, "although the black 
student in the North received a 
better education, it was at the 
sacrifice of nearly everything 
black in his culture." 
"What black students are asking 
of black colleges is nothing less 
than that many mediocre and poor 
institutions become good ones, 
capable of giving the youth who 
enter them, and ever more youth, 
a better education than those 
schools have ever provided 
before. What many of the youthful 
revolutionary leaders may not 
realize is that the changes they 
are rightly demanding cannot be 
produced by some rapid tinkering 
with the curriculum or some other 
superficial effort." 
Dr. Groves believes "continued 
student pressure in the form of 
demonstrations may well be self-
defeating. It is, it seems to me, 
absolutely essential that black 
youth have the wisdom to 
distinguish the kind of revolution 
they have made and are capable of 
making from the nationalist 
revolutions of France two 
centuries ago. of Communist 
Russia or of Castro's Cuba. 
"The black revolution is not 
comparable to these. It is more 
easily compared to the kind of 
revolution which sometimes 
occurs in prisons .'' ' The 
revolutionists "cannot win by 
force for they are only an island 
surrounded by numerical force far 
~rreater than theirs." 
STUDY ABROAD 
High Quality- Low Cost 
Travel and Accredited 
Study Opportunities 
In Europe, Asia, 
and Middle East 
At Successive 
Universities 
Sue Childs - 1401 14th St. 
Greeley, Colo. 
353-4988 
Complete selection 
albums and 
car stereo tapes 
2280 S. Federal Blvd. 
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CLEF PALATE • * lf * 
* * ~ Iron Butterfly ~
With CLARENCE JOHNSEN 
On Friday, February 7, the Denver Auditorium Arena was liter-
ally invaded by 7,100 rock and blues music fans. All kinds of people 
(from bubblegums to Clapton types) came to hear Alice Cooper, the 
Steve Miller Band, and Iron Butterfly. To be sure, it was, at least, 
a musical experience for all present. 
. I, like many people present, was not sure just who (or what) 
Ailee Cooper would be. When the performance started (on time. I 
might add), I found out (and how!). A Frank Zappa discovery, Alice 
Cooper came on like few other groups I've seen or heard. Five guys 
with nearly-waist-length hair and a ton of electronic equipment 
produce a psychedelic Blue Cheer sound that Zappa would have been 
proud of. Though their . silver metallic-sparkle bell-bottomed cos-
tumes put on quite a visual show, the sounds that came from their 
amplifiers were something less than silver. The vocal portions of 
thetr songs were almost completely smothered (which may have 
been just as well) and what was heard (instrumentally) was often 
virtually bare of harmony, coherency, and just plain ear-pleasing 
sounq. (This characteristic is visible in much of Zappa's work.) An 
attempt at blues, "Swing Low Sweet Cheerio" was somewhat dis-
appointing. So, after about an hour's performan~e, Alice Cooper left 
the stage in_ a brilliant burst of colored lighting. Oh, well, I suppose 
that something had to be done to try and make the group a great suc-
cess. 
After a quick change of equipment, the Steve Miller Blues band began 
their performance. There was no haughtiness or false psychedelic 
front ; just blues, and it was beautiful. The first four songs of the 
band were pure "old-style" blues sounds. In these songs (two of them 
short, two long), guitarist Steve Miller displayed his talents on the 
harmonica as well as on the guitar. Basic blues progressions mingled 
with traces of Johnson's " Crossroads" and Muddy Waters' "Rollin' 
and Tumblin' " made the band's performance a very memorable one 
for all blues enthusiasts. 'The smooth-flowing lines of Lonnie Turner's 
bass and the nimble drums of Tim Davis were more than adequate in 
the formulation of a fine background rhythm. · 
After a quick change of equipment, the :Steve Mtller tllues Hand 
began their performance. There was no haughtiness or false psyche-
delic front; just blues, and it was beautiful. The first four songs of the 
The much-awaited Iron Butterfly was next to perform. In concert, 
this band seems to be the paragon of today's rock music. Each mem-
ber of the group seems to be a band in himself. Put all of these mem-
bers together, and you have a group that is bound to be at the top of 
the rock music list. Beginning their performance with a few songs 
from their new album "Ball", the Iron Butterfly gave a very good 
example of bow their musical ability continues to increase. 
The name of the next song was unannounced, but it was said that 
it would be dedicated to a friend who had died a few days previously. 
All of the arena's many lights went out; and the soft and haunting 
cathedral-like strains of Doug Ingle's organ flowed among the quiet 
audience for a few seconds. Then, as Ingle began the opening organ 
glissando of " ln-A-Gadda-Da-Vida", the crowd broke into a resound-
ing applause of approval. This was the Iron Butterfly at its best. The 
originality of each member of the group coupled with perfect coor-
dination made the song sound like something rising above the popular 
studio recording of the same song. 
Drummer Ron Bush's solo was beautifully executed as well as 
being a real crowd-pleaser. The shirtless Bushy seemed almost trans-
fixed as he concentrated all of his effort in coordinating his hands 
and feet in a several-minute study in rhythm patterns. The beautiful 
church-style strains of Doug Ingle's organ added more than a worldly 
sound to the song, and the imaginative bass lines of Lee Dorman 
coupled with the rock and blues sounds of guitarist Eric Brann seemed 
to complete the audial picture that was then visible in everyone's 
mind. The end of " In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" was greeted by a several 
minute standing ovation. The applause continued through the next 
song, " The Iron Butterfly Theme" which ended with the entire front 
of the revolving stage being set ablaze with actual fire as well as 
with the pure and heavy rock and blues sound that had been heard 
all through the show. 
With concerts like these , rock music is bound to prosper in years 
to come. 
Incidentally, there was an announcement made about the next 
Feyline pop concert. If immigration clearance is obtained, on April 
9, Feyline will present the Rolling Stones in concert. If the Stones 
perform, there is a possibility that the group that will perform with 
thrm will be comprised of Eric Burdon, Eric Clapton, John Lennon, 
and Ginger Baker. Worth seeing? I say, start saving your pennies! 
STREISAND SONGS MOVE AUDIENCE 
Continued from Page 4 
Miss Streisand's voice is per-
fection from her soft-voiced 
mimics to her loud, belted out 
singing and laughter. She is 
beautifully coiffed and gowned, 
she projects the right amount 
of warmth and pathos, and she 
shows herself to be a fine actress. 
As a movie, Funny Girl is very 
good entertainment and is one of 
the finest Hollywood musicals in 
quite a few years. The brilliant 
color, the beautiful sets and 
above all Barbara Streisand 
make Funny Girl a successful 
picture. 
E&J 
Self Service 
Laundry 
18 min. wosh 
10 min. dry 
"Across from Regis" ; ~------------------------~ ... 
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REGIS BONFILS ACTORS GOOD, BAD 
The recent Bonfils Theatre his death, strikingly real. 
production of The Night of the Ted Shackelford had his 
Iguana by Tennessee Williams, problems with the part of a 
which ran February 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, neurotic ex-minister, Lawrence 
featured four Regis students and a Shannon. His constant shouting, 
faculty member. hand clutching, and head tossing 
unbearable. 
The decided worth of this Night 
of the Iguana wa.s evidenced by 
the "silent ovations" given by 
moved audiences after several of 
the performances . If this 
reception and Henry Lowenstein's 
excellent set design and technical 
effects are usual at the Bonfils, 
then future productions are highly 
recommended to the student who 
enjoys good theatre. 
KEVIN BARRY 
Jess Perez and Kevin Collins as left Shackelford no where to go for 
two Mexican studs were properly his big breakdown. The monotony 
slothful and disrespectful, despite of Shackelford's repetition was 
their lack of lines. Try as he increased geometrically by 
might, Doug Tisdale couldn't director Jim Edson's refusal to 
quite make his 5' 10" and depart from extremely static 
relatively light voice fill the part b I o c king_. U n relieved by 
of a road-hardened bus driver who movement, long speeches in the 
at one point had to throw the 6'2" second act were almost 
lead to the ground and remove a ..----~----...;.;;_;__T---U;.;;;;;;;;;X:.:.._E_D _ O __ S ________ .., 
key from his pocket. Tisdale, 
however, made the best of his mis-
casting and unreal assignments. 
As Jake Latta, a cowardly, "fat 
zero," John Griess was stagy and 
mechanical. Like others in the 
cast, he seemed tired of a play 
that had been in rehearsal since 
mid-December. 
John Samson's portrayal of a 
minor poet, sinking toward 
senility and death, was the 
highlight of the production. His 
struggle to produce one last poem 
was particularly memorable and 
9HANNON'9 
Ballbell Shop 
4407 FEDERAL 
All TYPES OF HAIR CUTS 
including razor cuts 
Come in and meet 
JACK and PAUL 
For All Occasions 
Special Rates for Regis Students 
Ladies Formals for Proms and All Occasions 
Bride-N-Groom 
RENTAL SALON 
4030 W. 38th Ave. 
477-2226 
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INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL-
TEAM STANDINGS 
~ f1! 
ALEAGUE I 
DG A······· ··· ····· ... · ···· .5-o Luftwaffe 3 'llj 
BROWN AND GOLD 
INTRA-MURAL TEAMS FACE 
POST-SEASON TOURNAMENT 
By DENNIS CLARKE 
Brown and Gold Reporter tion of a team with determination and talent. 
ase A .... ..... .. .. ...... ... 5-1 AKY A . . .... ·: . . ... - . . . . -'1~ 
'· enver Club A . .. .. . . .. . .. . . 5-1 Be~feate~~·B· ·:: : ::: : :: : :: : :::~l 
\ Machine A . . ... .. . . .. .. .... . . . 3-3 Agitators 
As the 1969 intramural basket-
ball season draws to a close, there 
are quite a few items to note. 
Probably the most significant is 
the position of the Case-A in the 
ADG-A is still the post season 
favorite with the main contention 
for the title coming from Case-A 
and Denver Club-A in the A 
league, the Beefeaters and 
Krank A in B League, and the 
Pit and the Machine of the C 
Leauge. 
nk B · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .O-ra .. . .... ... . . . .. . . .. . 3-3 standings. At the beginning of the 
season Case-A looked like just ~ I 
eefeaters A . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . 6-o Case B . . ... . .. .... .. . . .... .. 3-4 
~ . another good team, but in the last 
few games they have proved that 
they are here to be reckoned with. 
After watching them play, it ~~ BLEAGUE rank A . ... .. . .. . .. . .. .. .... .4-1 Denver Club B .. . .. ... .. ... .. 2-4 .. , could be said that their big win over Denver Club-A was not so much an upset as it was the frui-, earn Team .. .... . . .. .. . . . ... 4-2 Machine . . ... . .. ....... . ... ... 2-4 :~ " XE B . . . . ............. . ... . 4-3 Wastebaskets . . . . .. .. ..... .. . 0-7 · ·~ DG B ....... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . 3-3 On four successive Thursdays during Lent a service will be 
held in the Student Chapel. These 
services will be conducted by 
The big battle in the B League 
was between the Beefeaters and 
Krank-A and after a wild fourth 
quarter, the Beefeaters emerged 
victorious by two points. 
A fifth service will be held in 
the Student Chapel ·on Tuesday, 
Mar. 25, conducted by a Catho-
lic group. Attendance at . these 
services is highly recommended 
as an expression of interest in 
the personal and ecumenical 
aspects of religion, and as a 
helpful lenten practice. 
CLEAGUE , various denominations - Pres-
it . . ... : . ·.· .. ... .... .. . . . ... . 5-o 
a chine C . ... . . . .. ......... .. 5-o 
ase C .. .. .. . . ... .... .. ... .... 5-2 
rank C . . . . . .. ... .... .. .. .. .. 4-2 
XE C .. ... . ........ . ..... . . 2-4 
, byterian, Lutheran, Methodist, 
AKY C .... . . . . . . .. ..... .... . 2-41 Greek Orthodox- from parishes 
Shortstuff .. ...... . . .. . .. . . . 2-5"'? or schools in the Denver area. 
Etmmez ... .. . . . ...... .... . . 1-5 · The first of them will be given 
ADG C ... . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .... 1-6 ,. by the Rev. William Green, the 
~ Presbyterian Chaplain for Tem-
J pie Buell College, on Febru-~aamme:sm~~~me:smm!llllllll!lllllll"$illllilii~millllillllll!iil!ll!lll!•••m•mlllll!iimR~ ary 27. The Temple Buell Choir - ·· · ~ '' will sing at the service. 
The services will begin at 
9:00 p.m. and a get-together will 
follow. Around 9:30 coffee will 
be served in the lounge area. 
For PRESIDENT 
JOHN BUDINGER 
For VICE-PRESIDENT 
MIKE NYGREN 
ForSE ARY 
JAMES STARKEY 
For TREASURER 
JOHN BARZIZZA 
VOTE STUDENT UNION! 
[81 JoH~ Bt' I>I~CER -------- - - ------ -- President 
[81 MIKE NYC REJ\' --------------- Vice-President 
[81 .}IM STARKEY -----------'------- - - .Secretary . 
[81 JoHx BARZIZZA -------------- --- Trl'a.<~rer 
f8J PAT BAI~Es ---------------------- Director 
~ DEx , ·Js CAVAXAr: GH - - - - ----------- Diuc/or lv\ - ~- ~ . ' ... • .. ' 
~ Do>: GI "RY ----- - - -- - - -------------- Dirulor 
The past year has been a year of progress at 
Regis. We are now a co-educational college 
faced with the adjustments that such a phenomen-
on can cause. The student body has met this 
challenge gladly, for obvious reasons, and as a 
result it has acted as a catalyst for the many, 
perhaps drastic, changes that have transpired 
this year. This past year we have seen the approval 
of a new constitution giving the students a great 
increase in power and also a great increase in 
responsibility. Regis received national recogni-
. tion in the form of four of our more brilliant stu-
dents in the College Bowl team. Perhaps partly 
as a result of this recognition our number of ap-
plicants for the next academic year have in-
creased considerably. Finally, there is going 
to be a bar on campus by Ranger Day, something 
that was thought unthinkable in the past. In 
light of these achievements the members of this 
party have decided to run for the Regis College 
Executive Board due to a sincere belief that we 
can keep this spirit of progress in vogue at 
Regis and even increase this mood of constructive 
change. · 
It is not the mere idea of girls, more power, and 
a bar that is important. The value lies in the 
fact that all of these moves, notably the last two, 
say something about the increased willingness of 
the Administration to listen to responsible stu-
dent demands and an increased recognition of 
the responsibility of the students on the part of 
these men. As a result of this spirit in the ad-
ministration the next year is going to be a vital 
one for the future of Regis. The school is wide 
open for ideas and most important, the proper 
mode of conveying these ideas and changes, to 
the men in the faculty and administration. 
It is impossible to emphasize this progress 
enough and in light of this emphasis the candi-
dates for the Executive Board can not rest on 
their laurels, but rather, must look toward future 
goals. An impressive and expensive campaign 
does not serve as an adequate exemplification of 
a candidates competence for office. The intelligent 
student should examine and evaluate the plat-
forms of the various parties before making a deci-
sion. This is all we and our opponents ask of you 
on Friday. A Student Body that casts its ' vote 
prudently will obviously choose an Executive 
Board that will do the job best. 
There has been talk that our platform is " un-
constitutional," on three points. (For your edifica-
tion of those points are : more student representa-
tion on faculty boards i.e. Planning Board and 
the Educational Policies Committee, and the re-
placement of the anachronistic Student Life 
Board with the GA's Judiciary Board and the ad-
dition of two faculty members to that committee.) 
The third " unconstitutional" plank of our plat-
form, we have yet to find and we are beginning to 
suspect it is non-existent. The validity of this 
argument is suspect. If the word " unconstitu-
tional means that these three points are not 
specifically mentioned in the present document and 
provided for, then our platform is unconstitutional 
-on three points, but then so was the women's 
Suffrage Act and the Civil Rights Bill and Prohibi-
tion and who knows how long the list could go. If 
on the other hand, the word unconstitutional means 
that something . is specifically forbidden in the 
document, then our platform is not unconstitu-
tional in three points. The constitution of the 
Regis College Student Senate makes no mention 
of the following three points either favorably 
or unfavorably. 
Unfortunately, Regis College is not recognized 
by many as an contributing institution in the 
Denver community, and to others it is only a 
small conservative entity unto itself. We of 
Regis of course, recognize the fallacy in this 
attitude, and fortunately so does a major segment 
of the community. But it is the contention of the 
STUDENT UNION that as Regis grows in every 
facet, so must it's influence and reputation. It 
is by this means that the Regis man is instilled 
with a sense of pride in himself and his school. 
This sense of involvement and interest in the 
community is seen time after time by the adminis-
tration's active participation in Denver affairs. 
It is now time that the Regis student body, with 
it's new influence upon the school, as a result of 
the new constitution, set forth to display the 
dignified image which Regis possesses, to the 
community. 
STUDENT ACTION -
STUDENT UNION 
For DIRECTOR, 
COLLEGE RELATIONS 
DONGURY 
For 
COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
DENNIS CAVANAUGH 
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RANGERS FACE MINES FRIDAY 
BY SKIP WALSH 
Brown and Gold Sports Editor 
Tomorrow night the Rangers travel up the "pike" for a return 
match with the Colorado School of Mines Orediggers. The teams 
record to date is a somewhat unimpressive 9 wins against 10 losses. 
Several of these losses could have easily gone the other way had it 
not been for bad breaks, bad shooting or sor.-.e of those other maladies 
which sometimes affect a basketball team for no reason. 
3-3 RECORD traveled to Ft. Lewis where they 
The last issue of the Brown and lost 98-91 on Friday night and 
Gold to carry a story about the 97-81 the next night. Returning 
basketball teams games was home for a Feb. 12th game with 
that of January 31st. Since that Colorado School of Mines the 
time the team has played six Rangers again looked impres-
games, three wins and three sive in spots as they outclassed 
losses. On the night of January their opposition 87-78. There 
31st the Rangers entertained would have been even more of a 
Western New Mexico University. disparity in the score had it not 
The opposition from the south been for numerous Regis mental 
was minus its top scorer John and physical errors. Freshmen 
Schmitt who was sidelined with John Kafka and Tim Kelley con-
a broken wrist. With Schmitt tinued to excite the crowd, 
on the bench, W.N.M. was minus Kafka with his all around play 
his 33.1 average which is present- and Kelley with his dazzling 
ly rated as the number two aver- passing. 
games. The following night New 
Mexico Highlands appeared in 
the fieldhouse and lost 67-61. A 
hot hand by Rich Schraeder in 
the first half spurred the Rang-
ers to victory. He fininshed with 
23 points. 
NEW STARTERS 
Since the departure of Don 
Fortney and Mike O'Donnell, 
who has since returned for the 
last two games but not in his 
former starting slot, Rich 
Schraeder has had a chance to 
start several games. Schraeder 
has shown marked improvement 
with each contest as his scoring 
has risen along with his all 
around play. Freshman John 
Kafka has also shown marked 
improvement in his play as he is 
now shooting more along with 
his exciting passing. Paul Drink-
hahn continues to score con-
sistently from the center posi-
tion. 
HAIRCUTS 
February 21, 1969 
! Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co. ~ 
' . t f (~ollegeMaster f 
f Guarantt>ed by a top 
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t 
t 
t 
t t Full aviation coverage. t 
: Premium deposits deferred! 
t until you are out of school. ~ 
t t t • t 
age in the nation for the N.C.A.A. Feb. 14 the Rangers- again tan-
small college division scoring. gled with Adams State whom 
Western New Mexico had a dif- they narrowly lost to in a previ-
ficult time putting everything ous contest. Again the Rangers 
together as the Rangers easily came out on the short end of a 74-
triumphed 105-94. Freshman John 67 score. This game marked the 
Kafka poured through nineteen return to the team of Mike O'Don-
points in turning in an excellent nell who had been suspended by 
performance. He was aided by coach John Fleming earlier in 
Rich Schraeder who added eight- the year. Although he didn't see 
een. . . any playing time he was suited 
The Rangers are now out of 
the running for a berth in post 
season league play but the 
prospects are bright for next 
year. Only four games remain 
on the schedule including a re-
turn match with the Air Force 
Falcons at the Academy on 
March 5th. 
any style 
Closed Mondays 
t Your Regis Representatives ' 
BILL NEWCOMER ' ~ ED HENRY f 
L~----~~~~.;_.J 
Floyd or Paul 50th & Quitman 
l'"ollowmg this game the team up for the first time in several 
BOBO'S BOYS CAN DO 
I 
A STRONG VOICE 
FOR A TOUGH JOB 
1. OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
-In cooperation with the Dean of Students of-
fice , an off-campus Approved Housing Listing 
Service should be provided. This Service should 
start immediately so that students may reserve 
housing for the fall semester before leaving. 
2. JOB INTERVIEW SYSTEM 
- A cooperative Job Interview System should 
be set up so that a larger number and more 
diversified companies may be made available 
to interested students of all five colleges and 
universities in the CAICU Program. 
3. FALL HOMECOMING WEEKEND 
-We feel that the idea of Alumni Homecoming 
could be more successful if it were held in the 
fall as other school homecomings, and in con-
junction with 1) the end of Freshman Orienta-
tion 2) a school athletic event, such as a soccer 
game 3) a banquet or concert, and 4) a Fall 
Ranger Day. This would serve a dual purpose 
of promoting better Alumni-Student relations 
and establishing new traditions for the school. 
4. BOOKSTORE 
- The so called "Student Bookstore" has long 
been making excessive profits at the expense of 
the Student Body by raising their prices above 
the Denver market. This situation will be rem-
edied by 1) recognition of student demands that 
the Bookstore lower their prices, or 2) a student 
administrated bookstore. 
5. SENIOR COMPREHENSIVES 
- We are in full agreement with the present 
effort to abolish Senior Comprehensive Exams. 
If elected as officers of the school we will do 
all in our power to see that this move gets the 
support it deserves from all students, and that 
Senior Comprehensives are permanently abol-
ished. 
6. BILLBOARD 
- In order to improve communication on cam-
pus and especially as a benefit to day students, 
it has been proposed that a billboard be placed 
in a conspicuous place on the campus for no-
tices and announcements. To fulfill these de-
sires as they were expressed at the recent fol-
low up Leadership Conference, we will make 
the necessary arrangements for the construction 
of this marquis. 
7. FOOD SERVICE 
- ·The new Food Service has been unable to 
maintain an acceptable quality level for the 
student dining hall at the cheaper contract 
price which they offered to Regis last year. We 
strongly recommend their immediate improval 
or consequent removal from Regis. 
8. COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
- We would like to see more businessmen from 
the community participating in on-campus ac-
tivities such as luncheons, panel discussions, 
lectures and informal conferences with stu-
dents. We would also like to get students more 
involved in civic projects such as counseling 
and tutoring programs, and learning the proc-
esses of government. We will work to see pro-
grams set up in as many of these areas as pos-
sible. 
9. STUDENT SENATE BUDGET 
- Each year as a part of the tuition and fees 
paid to Regis College, a Student Activity Fee 
is levied on all full time students. For this, 
only a small amount is returned to the student 
in the way of actual student activity benefits. 
We propose to effect a more equitable handling 
of all student funds so that they may be more 
beneficial to the students as individuals and 
organizations. 
10. NEW STUDENT SENATE 
CONSTITUTION 
- The newly adopted Student Senate Consti-
tution places more responsibility and gives 
more authority to the officers of the Student 
Senate Executive Board. We would be less 
than candid if we did not believe that we are 
tbe best qualified and prepared to handle 
these new responsibilities. We ask you for 
your support in attaining our goals by voting 
for HOBO'S BOYS on February 21. 
VOTE BOBO'S BOYS 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21 
